
NOTES 

Meeting of the London Museum Librarians and Archivists Group 

Thursday 22
nd

 April 2004 

 

Present: Jill Davies, Chair, National Maritime Museum 

  Fiona Ainsworth, Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew 

  Michael Ball, National Army Museum 

Peter Elliott, RAF Museum, Hendon 

Paul Evans, Firepower 

Rebecca Coombes, Freemasons Library 

  Helen Kent, London Transport Museum 

  Richard Golland, Imperial War Museum 

  Beth Houghton, Tate Gallery 

John Meriton, Victoria and Albert Museum 

Chris Mills, Natural History Museum 

Rosemary Smith, Science Museum 

  Vicky Stott, Victoria and Albert Museum 

Caroline Warhurst, London Transport Museum 

 

Apologies: Sally Brooks, Museum of London 

  Elspeth Hector, National Gallery 

  Robin Francis, National Portrait Gallery 

 

1 Arrival with coffee 

Jill thanked Peter for his hospitality. Introductions and welcome 

to Rebecca as a new member of the group. 

 

2 Notes from last meeting 

These were accepted, with one correction. Chris Mills is based at 

the Natural History Museum, not the Victoria and Albert. 

 

3 Matter arising 

Martin Flynn needs to be added to e-mail list. Action JD 

 

4 News update 

LTM – rolling stacks added to Conservation depot at Acton, 

dominated by plans for refurbishment at the museum. 

NHM – rebranding exercise at the moment; a number of loans are 

going out to Warrington, Scunthorpe and North Linc.s; website 

has 100 thousand hits per month for the virtual exhibition and is 

being hailed as a „model site‟. 

NMM – education and study days have been a big success; 

Portcities (NOF) website is growing with contributions from the 

library and manuscripts section; feasibility study for a new 

archive has begun; noticing increased retrievals with fewer 



visitors in the reading room and more visitors in the e-library; 

storage reviews underway. 

V&A – RIBA drawings print room; Theatre Museum is moving 

in Jan 2005 (because of LTM works); the reading room has 

opened the West Room and includes an Information Gateway; 

new library stores planned for Sept.; new website established as 

part of V&A; room has been created for small movable displays, 

to include manuscripts bible, miniatures and italic exhibition. 

IWM – “Your History” collections for seamless access, primarily 

family history driven; creation of a Discovery Gallery, with lots 

of digitised material, especially medals; D-Day celebrations 

approaching, supported by NOF; VJ Day exhibition planned; 

Phase Two of collections online with catalogues including books 

and journals; UK National Inventory of War Memorials includes 

50 thousand records plus; significant fund raising to get all this 

on the web. 

NAM – there is no Director at present; 17
th

 and 18
th

 century 

galleries refurbished; unlikely that the reading room is going to 

be refurbished until Directorship settled at least. 

FP – new curator for library and archives; Phase Two (galleries) 

now open; Royal Artillery have been approached to help raise 

funds – situation is a little uncertain with MOD reviews 

underway. 

SM – new staff include Head of Readers Services (Tim Pale?) 

and new archivist, Sue Breakall (who we hope will rejoin this 

group); retro-conversion of catalogues completed for online 

project which may be ready by end of 2004; John Piper archive 

has been acquired with HLF help [this raised some discussion 

about the appropriateness of HLF monies for acquiring archive 

collections]; Ingenious website (NOF) is now running with 

contributions from library staff; library review is still in progress. 

RBG – planning new building for Herbarium and library within 

next 5 years. 

RAF – early stages of proposing a national aerospace library, 

either as web-link to other collections or perhaps a physical 

reserve store; funding for new logo; HLF for Cold War 

exhibition; web access for catalogues by end of 2004; HLF 

looking at library / archive store revision of plan for better 

location, to include a discovery centre. 

FM – website launch Sept ‟03, including online catalogue; 

contribution to A2A; project to digitise membership records for 

visitors[?] 

 

5 Conference 2005 

Paper was circulated prior to the meeting for discussion. 

Requested title ideas from all, but probably no „All together 



now‟. Agreed cross-domain working as theme and general format 

of the day – Thursday 14
th

 April at the NMM. Chris Mills will 

collate ideas for exhibitors (Action All). 

 

Suggested that we change „education‟ session to „learning‟; 

„research‟ to „new audiences‟; exhibitions session needs more 

thought but the Darwin Gallery is a good example to use. The 

afternoon sessions need re-titling to create the right atmosphere 

for participation, and „licensing potential‟ should be changed to 

„commercial opportunities‟. 

 

It was agreed that all speakers be approached as suggested, but 

other possibilities may be Jane Oldfield of RIBA, David 

Anderson of the V&A, Estelle Morriss or Sandy Nair. 

 

The group were happy for the working party to meet again and 

progress the conference along these lines – Chris, Vicky, 

Caroline, Daphne, Richard and Jill to meet at the NMM, Tue 

15 June, 1000 – 1130. 

 

6 Exchange Directory 

Quite a number had now been received. Jill to circulate again. It 

was decided that individual organisations should make individual 

arrangements based on these entries. 

 

7 AOB 

There was no AOB noted. Peter then kindly provided a tour of 

the library and some of the collections. 

 

Beth will investigate the possibility of arranging a speaker for 

the next meeting to lead a seminar on HLF bids. 

 

Date of next meeting: Thursday 1
st
 July 2004, 1000 – 1200.  

 

Please note the venue will now be the Imperial War Museum, not the 

NMM as discussed at the meeting. 

 

 


